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I. Introduction 

Disarmament and arms control are essentials for preventing conflicts and establishing lasting peace 

and equitable societies. As the intersections between wealth disparity and dispute become more 

discernible, scarcity and inequality among communities are addressed better. Along with wealth 

redistribution, the efforts to revive international collaboration to prevent the proliferation of nuclear, chemical, 

biological, and conventional weapons are globally necessary. All over the world, people are endangered by 

gun violence caused by small arms and light weapons (SALW). The acronym SALW refers to a broad 

category of weapons, encompassing civilian and military weapons that can be carried by an individual or a 

small group of people or be taken by a workhorse or a light utility vehicle (NATO). The Cold War left behind a 

dangerous stockpile of weapons, ammunition, anti-personnel mines, missiles, fuels, chemicals, and 

unexploded explosive ammunition. These fell into the wrong hands through illicit traffic. In some regions, 

notably the Middle East and parts of Africa and Latin America, the uncontrolled dissemination and excessive 

accumulation of weapons contribute to an increase in instability, crime, violence, and human rights 

violations. Stockpile management and monitoring the destruction of surplus weapons are also part of the 

problem. This accumulation fuels conflicts and terrorism, hamper economic development, and further 

increases poverty, primarily because they are light, easy to use, and maintain that belligerents use them to 

arm child soldiers. The illicit proliferation of SALW can fuel and prolong armed violence and foster illegal 

activities that exacerbate violent groups' emergence (NATO).  

Access to illicit SALW contributes to terrorism, organized crime, human trafficking, gender-based 

violence, and piracy. Anti-personnel mines and explosive remnants of war kill and maim both people and 

livestock long after hostilities. They constitute a significant obstacle to post-conflict recovery and 

development. Beyond the human tragedy they can cause, they also overload local and national health 

services, reduce the available workforce, and undermine social and societal structures. In many countries, 

stocks of arms and ammunition are not always well managed, leading to unauthorized access or accidents 

that can have consequences for security personnel and the surrounding populations. 
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The Arms Trade Treaty was ratified on 24 December 2014 by 109 states countries, where a further 

32 states have signed but not ratified it (UN). It provides for measures at the national, regional, and global 

levels in legislation and the destruction of weapons that have been confiscated, seized, or collected, and a 

component of international cooperation and assistance aimed at strengthening States' ability to identify and 

track illicit SALW. Every two years, the United Nations organizes a meeting to monitor the implementation of 

the action program.  

All Member States should defend the principle of marking and registering weapons to increase their 

traceability and systematically respond to requests from United Nations panels of experts who monitor 

compliance with the arms embargoes imposed by the Security Council to fight against illicit trade 

(Österreich). They must support initiatives to help countries affected by this illegal commerce through better 

control of the flow of arms, securing stocks, better border control, and strengthening administrative and 

regulatory capacities. 

II. Involved Countries and Organizations 

Afghanistan 

An impressive quantity of SALW is circulating in Afghanistan because the former rivalry between 

Union Soviet Socialist Republic and the USA lead to them disseminating these weapons to their respective 

allies during the Cold War (Weiner). At that time, SALW was used as a bargaining chip to arm warring 

parties to neutralize their respective advantages as much as possible; therefore, their control was limited. 

The Soviet Union came with a conventional army with modern equipment, as did its proxy, the Democratic 

Republic of Afghanistan. Still, in the early days of Soviet occupation, the mujahideen was far from being an 

army of well-equipped fighters. Modern armaments have been taken from defeated or deserting troops from 

the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan or the USSR. However, in addition to the gradual development of 

the stocks of available weapons favored by the intense confrontation of the Cold War superpowers in 

Afghanistan, there was an indigenous armaments industry present for several centuries in the area now 

called Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA), including Darra Adam Khel, a small border town 

sandwiched between the Pakistani-Afghan border and the Pakistani province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

(formerly known as the Northwest Frontier Province) (World Bank). 

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)  

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations continues to support the Platform for Action to combat 

arms smuggling and related issues, including through the ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on Transnational 

Crime, the ASEAN Regional Forum, and the ASEAN Arms Smuggling Working Group for cooperation in 
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capacity building, training and information exchange. The members support strengthening and expanding 

cooperation between the United Nations and regional and interregional organizations to combat this crime 

globally. 

United Nations Regional Centre for Peace and Disarmament in Asia and the Pacific 

Instituted by the General Assembly in 1987, UNRCPD supports 43 Member States under its 

commitment to foster peace and security to reach disarmament. Throughout the past decades, they existed 

as a platform for dialogue and confidence-building in the region by arranging annual conventions on 

non-proliferation issues to seek possible answers to the question of arms control. 

United States of America  

Americans make up just 4% of the world's population, but they own 40% of the world's small arms. 

The provisions of the American Arms Export Control Act (AECA) govern commercial exports of all American 

military equipment and services and transfers operated by the State under the Foreign Military Equipment 

Sales Program. Under these regulations, US government approval is required for any transaction involving 

military materiel or services. All commercial exports and non-commercial arms transfers must take into 

account the following rigorous criteria: 

- The security needs of the United States and the recipient country. 

- United States foreign policy objectives. 

- The risks of adverse consequences for the recipient country or region. 

- The recipient country's human rights, terrorism, proliferation track record, and misuse potential. 

- The possibilities of diversion or unauthorized use of the weapons in question. 

Arms flow to the Middle East increased by 87% between 2009 and 2018, and the Middle East had 

accounted for 35% of arms imports during this period and more than 50 % of US arms exports.  

 

Italy  

The Mediterranean coast enjoys a prime location for the expansion of arms trafficking channels. 

Close to Corsica thanks to daily maritime connections, on the motorway axis between Italy and Spain, with 

a naval frontage promoting trade and trade, the Marseille city is well placed on the criminal chessboard. The 

local demographic and cultural melting pot has been reinforced by the massive influx of populations from 

many continents. Also, in Italy, a study revealed that gun violence was the second most common cause of 

women murdered in their homes between 2012 and 2014. 
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Germany  

The national contact point has regularly organized meetings of the national coordination group 

dealing with SALW issues. These meetings bring together arms control and export control experts from 

government departments, government departments, non-governmental organizations, and industry to 

address the problems related to small arms and light weapons—caliber, including their ammunition. The 

group examines German SALW policy within international and regional bodies, multilateral and bilateral 

assistance, and the implementation of national, local, and international provisions and regulations in this 

area. Various initiatives have been launched to cooperate between administrative and law enforcement 

bodies at the national level. These have covered recent legislation, but also reviews of the practical 

functioning of existing legislation. To implement the United Nations instrument to enable states to identify 

and trace illicit small arms and light weapons promptly and reliably, Germany has started to take various 

national practices measures in terms of marking and drafting and the respective applicable standards. For 

exports of military SALW outside NATO, the EU and NATO equivalent countries, Germany continued to 

apply the so-called “old-for-new” principle to avoid ensuring that the recipient destroys, if possible, instead 

of reselling them, the weapons to be renewed. In general, military SALW export licenses are not granted to 

private end-users. 

European Union 

The European Union is committed to supporting the instruments and processes of the fight against 

illicit SALW. It has set up its political framework on firearms and SALW, pleads consistently in favor of 

international standards, and is a significant provider of assistance to countries worldwide, tackling the illicit 

trade and proliferation of SALW. However, exports from European countries increased dramatically, which 

sometimes went against their obligations under the Arms Trade Treaty and the European Union Transfer 

Code weapons.  

India  

India strives to combat the illicit trade of Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) globally and 

nationally. Realizing that the issue is also a threat to economic development, India has supported 

international. India’s efforts to comply with the International Tracing Instrument (ITI) and UN Programme of 

Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects 

(UN PoA) proves their commitment. 
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The International Action Network on Small Arms (IANSA) 

The International Action Network on Small Arms is an international movement that tackles gun 

violence by enabling the coordination of hundreds of organizations against the proliferation and misuse of 

small arms and light weapons. IANSA local member organizations can be found in Africa, the Americas, the 

Middle East, Asia, Asia, and Europe. They have Special Consultative Status with the Economic and Social 

Council of the United Nations and are the official coordinator of civil society participation in UN meetings on 

small arms. (IANSA) 

International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL) 

INTERPOL is an intergovernmental organization whose full name is "International Criminal Police 

Organization". They have 194 member countries and promote collaboration between law enforcement 

authorities. "The representative of the International Criminal Police Organization (Interpol) pointed out that, 

by transferring weapons, those "dealers of death" were responsible for many casualties around the world, 

especially in countries in conflict. The recipients of such weapons were frequently guilty of human rights 

violations, including genocide. They drew attention to a feasibility study Interpol was presently conducting, 

together with the International Criminal Court, on launching a pilot project consisting of collecting and 

analyzing information regarding crucial figures involved in such activities and their "modus operandi" 

(habitual way of operating) (United Nations) 

Iraq 

“The weapons that continue to threaten the recovery of Iraq are, overwhelmingly, small arms such 

as portable surface-to-air missiles, landmines, assault rifles, mortars, and rocket-powered 

grenades.”(Jackman) “The illicit trade in small arms and light weapons constitutes a daily problem for the 

Iraqi people. The looting and plundering of the weapons and ammunition warehouses of the disbanded 

former Iraqi army following the collapse of the dictatorial regime in Iraq on 9 April 2003 . This was preceded 

by the wide distribution of thousands of these weapons throughout the country by the former regime 

without any awareness of the dangers of these weapons and the impact such a policy would have on the 

security and the stability of the country. These factors resulted in the availability of these weapons to the 

terrorists and insurgents enabling easy access to these weapons and their use in destabilizing the security 

and stability and threatened civil peace, the loss of life of thousands of innocent people and frightened 

women, children and the elderly” (Bayati) 
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Nepal 

“A History of stringent control of citizens and their activities by both the government and the 

Monarchy had resulted in a lesser degree of proliferation in this country compared to its other neighbours on 

the subcontinent. The main sources of Small Arms use are the Maoist insurgency, criminality and the 

political elite. The rebels have stolen their weapons from police cantposts, while the criminal gangs smuggle 

drugs for guns along the Indian border. The restoration of democracy in 1993 meant that access to power 

was no longer available through royal patronage. While this is a step forward, in the last decade, politicians 

have restored to all available means to win elections, including armed intimidation” (Saroja) 

Pakistan 

“It is estimated that artisanal production produces nearly 20,000 small arms per year in Pakistan's 

Northwest Frontier Province. The local manufacturing industry supplies weapons to Afghan fighters, 

Kashmiri separatists and Islamic extremists, as well as to the local population. Although Pakistan has a 

conventional industrial sector, artisanal production takes place in other countries, such as Ghana, which do 

not officially have weapons production facilities. From a legislative point of view, it is important to take note 

of this because it means that legal controls on manufacturing (making illicit manufacture a crime) will have to 

be required in states without industrial production. It is crucial that legislation takes into account not only 

official industrial production but also informal artisanal production. In this regard, it is important to ensure 

that the definitions cover simple, piecemeal or modified SALW, as well as copies.” (Tealakh) 

Palestine 

“All types of weapons did not form a dangerous phenomenon in the Palestinian society during the 

occupation period. This is due to the fact that their acquisition was restricted to the Palestinian resistance, a 

number of agents, and a very small number of individuals. Possessing weapons was marked by absolute 

secrecy, in fear of pursuit by the security and investigations, even if the weapons were not used against the 

occupation forces. The standard sentence for holding weapons, without any intentions of use, was a 

minimum of one year in prison. At the same time, the occupation forces turned a blind eye to weapons 

carried by their agents and informants, even if these were used against Palestinian civilians. As a result of 

years of occupation and the deprivation among Palestinian youth from training, carrying, and acquiring 

weapons, most of the youth joined the Palestinian police forces. This has also led others to buy and trade in 

weapons. In time, this trade encouraged other forms of trade, such as drugs and stolen cars. Thus, conflicts 

of interest arose between people known for their patriotism, and others acting under the consent of the 

Israeli intelligence who were aware that the weapons were used to create disturbances.” (Tealakh) 
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Russia 

“While arms exports patterns have traditionally been used to identify a particular country’s allies and 

enemies – i.e. based upon to whom they will and will not sell – since the Yeltsin era, it has been assumed 

that the Russian Government has had few qualms about selling arms to any state that seeks to purchase 

them, as long as they are not subject to a UN arms embargo. At the beginning of 2005, Rosoboronexport 

was told to forge closer links with the MFA because arms export decisions “must strictly comply with 

Russia’s foreign policy”. However, the former director-general of the Russian Conventional Arms Agency, 

Alexander Nozdrachev, has noted that one of the main barriers for Russian conventional arms sales has 

been “competition” at the political level, with many states not importing arms from Russia due to “political 

expediency”. Yet, if Russian arms exports are taken to represent the projection of Russia’s image 

internationally, they do not always portray Russia in a good light”. (Holtom) “Between 1993 and 1996 the 

Group of Russian Forces in the Caucasus transferred to Armenia a large amount of major equipment as well 

as small arms, ammunition, stores and non-lethal equipment. This was alleged to include 26 mortars, 306 

sub-machine-guns, 7910 assault rifles, and 1847 pistols. A trilateral commission was subsequently 

established including Armenian, Azerbaijani and Russian participants in order to investigate the truth and 

implications of this allegation. The allegations of illegal or illicit arms transfers have been an element in the 

internal political struggle within the Russian Government and power structure, although this does not 

necessarily mean that the allegations are without foundation.” (Anthony) 

Saferworld 

Saferworld is an independent international organization dedicated to preventing violent conflict and 

creating safer lives.They work in 12 countries across Asia, Africa, and the Middle East to improve arms 

control and explore broader phenomena underlying conflict, such as governance, power, marginalization, 

access to resources, and development. Their policies and programs cover a range of issues at the local, 

national, regional and international levels, including community security, gender, peace and security, justice 

and development. (Saferworld) 

Sri Lanka 

“The primary source of Small Arms Proliferation on the island has been the civil conflict. Although a 

cease-fire is now in its second year, the circulation of weapons will continue to be a security threat to 

ordinary Sri Lankans. The use of firearms by political entities threatens to inherit the monopoly of 

proliferation: it has now become common practice for politicians to raise private armies to fight elections for 

them literally. The generous funding these mercenary armies receive are drawing government soldiers to join 

their ranks. Furthermore, politicians offer protection to members of criminal gangs who became allies thus 
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impeding the efforts of police to combat the growing problem of organized crime in the country. While all 

arms smuggling from outside Sri Lanka comes by sea routes, coastal patrols are lacking.” (Tealakh) 

Yemen 

“The Yemeni citizen owned weapons since the Ottoman invasion, when the people fought the 

invasion for a protracted period, a fact that left a tendency for owning weapons and made it a part of the 

Yemeni characteristic. The armed struggle against British colonialism and the Yemeni revolution were 

followed by an armed conflict among revolutionary forces, which resulted in limited proliferation. The 

separatist war that spread on a front that exceeded 1000 km, resulted in wide proliferation of weapons that 

the army was unable to completely confiscate. The situation worsened due to distribution of the vast excess 

of weapons that have been stored, to citizens in the various areas and villages of Yemen. Despite the 

governmental efforts to purchase and trace these weapons, the huge amounts of weapons made these 

efforts futile. Causes of weapons proliferation in Yemen is not confined to internal factors only, but also to 

Yemen’s geographical location, near the centers of conflict in the Horn of Africa, which is considered an 

unstable region and classified as a source of weapon proliferation.” (Tealakh) 

III. Focused Overview of the Issue 

Small arms are the main instruments of criminal violence. The rate of gun homicide in societies 

emerging from conflict often exceeds the rate of battlefield deaths. These weapons are linked to the 

growing number of violent deaths of officials and military personnel of United Nations peacekeeping forces 

and those of humanitarian and non-governmental organizations. They are used to perpetrate a range of 

human rights violations, including murder and mutilation, rape and other forms of sexual violence, enforced 

disappearances, torture, and the forced recruitment of child soldiers by armed groups. They are the 

weapons most used to perpetrate human rights violations. (United Nations) 

Moreover, where the use of armed violence becomes a means of settling grievances and conflicts, 

the peaceful and legal settlement of disputes is weakened, and the rule of law can no longer be maintained. 

Armed conflicts are the main reason people flee their homes today and are now the leading cause of food 

insecurity. Militant fury can exacerbate poverty, hinder access to social services, and divert energy and 

resources from efforts to improve human development. Countries affected by armed conflicts are often 

behind in achieving the Millennium Development Goals because they're obstacles to economic growth. 

According to the World Bank, nothing compromises the investment climate as much as armed insecurity. 

SALW is a broad category that encompasses various weapons, including handguns, AK47s, and 

grenade launchers. SALW is divided into several sub-categories: small arms such as pistols, revolvers, and 
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light machine guns; small arms such as grenade launchers, anti-tank weapons, and portable air defense 

systems; and finally, ammunition and hand grenades, landmines and explosives. The same weapons can be 

reused for decades as long as the user has access to the ordnance. Therefore, dismantling weapons and 

investing in combating their proliferation is not enough, and better system control of ammunition supplies is 

mandatory to prevent spread. According to the United Nations, Commodity Trade Statistics Database (UN 

Comtrade), the world trade value in small arms and light weapons increased dramatically between 2001 and 

2011 as it nearly doubled. The most substantial increase is associated with the trade-in ammunition for 

small guns, reaching 205%. In 2014, regulated trade was estimated to be worth USD 6 billion, and 38 

percent was in ammo. According to the Small Arms Survey, if illegal trade is included, this figure rises to at 

least $ 10 billion annually. (Holtom, Pavesi) 

                                  Graph 1: “The trend in international transfers of major weapons between 1979 and 2018.” SIPRI. 

Small arms are inexpensive, easy to handle, transport, and hide. This kind of accumulation cannot 

create the conflicts in which solely weapons will be used. Still, their collection and their availability aggravate 

tensions by heightening the feelings of insecurity, which drives demand for firearms. Most battles today are 

fought primarily with small arms, which are widely used in conflicts between states. They are the weapons of 

choice in civil wars and for terrorist activity, organized crime and gang warfare. (United Nations) The sources 

of small arms supply for crisis and conflict zones are diverse and varied. Domestically, these weapons can 

enter circulation in the illicit market through distribution, theft, leakage or diversion, looting, and resale. Small 

arms shipments from abroad to conflict zones are mostly small-scale operations, with these weapons being 

trafficked regularly across permeable borders. However, this small-scale trade's destabilizing power due to 

its cumulative effect should not be underestimated, particularly in unstable regions where small arms are 

traded from one conflict to another.  
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All Member States are responsible for ensuring public security and are obligated to provide human 

security and development for their citizens. Therefore, they should ensure that small arms in government 

stockpiles or privately held are not misused and do not enter illicit channels, where they could contribute to 

increasing instability and poverty. Countries have made several commitments concerning the control of 

small arms: the Firearms Protocol, the Program of Action on small arms - which includes a marking 

instrument and Tracing - and the Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement 

Officials. However, they must pay separate attention to closely related issues such as armed violence, child 

soldiers, civilians' protection in armed conflict, ammunition, the Arms Trade Treaty, and the UN Register of 

Conventional Arms (UNROCA). (Human Rights Investigations) 

 

1. Production 

The small arms industry appears to be fragmenting, bringing manufacturing sites closer to potential 

markets. More than a thousand companies based in over 100 countries are associated with one aspect or 

another of small arms production, with significant producers located in around 30 countries. According to 

the most conservative estimates, between 7.5 and 8 million small arms are produced per year. Licensed 

production is now commonplace worldwide, which sometimes raises questions about the responsibilities for 

exporting production techniques. In some regions, artisanal production, carried out in private workshops, 

largely escapes control systems. 

2. Marking and Tracing 

If national law enforcement officials could trace the small arms chain to their last legitimate owner, 

who could then be held accountable, this would be an effective measure to combat the trafficking of small 

arms and their destruction. It's essential that weapons are marked upon production and importation and 

that proper records of such operations are kept. Although many weapons are marked at production and 

import, international cooperation in this area is still in its infancy.  

3. Diversions 

Diversion is when weapons authorized for export to one end-user are delivered to an unauthorized 

end-user or used by the authorized end-user in an unauthorized way. Diversion can occur at any point in the 

extended life-cycle of a SALW: during production, while in transportation, or after years in combat.  More 

investigations should be conducted on how to comprehensively address diversion in all worldwide arms 

control instruments to prevent diversion. The Member States should cooperate with specialists, civil society, 

and the private sector. However, the negligence of the private industry shouldn't be overlooked. 
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4. Trade and brokerage 

The vast majority of small arms and light weapons are sold and transferred legally, but the global 

structure of the supply of small arms has changed dramatically in recent decades. In the past, researching 

the arms market was relatively easy to do, since there were far fewer outlets and middlemen. A recurring 

problem with small arms, especially in areas of crisis and conflict, is the lack of a normative framework 

applicable to all states to guide decisions on arms transfers. These actors now regularly enter into 

transactions on behalf of the defense industries, the armed forces, law enforcement agencies, government 

suppliers, and private entities. 

Traders, agents, brokers, shippers, and financiers today can combine activities, which sometimes 

makes it difficult to distinguish between small arms trading and brokerage easily. Governments must ensure 

that shipments passing through these often complex networks are regulated following the rule of law. 

“Investigations of arms embargo violations by Security Council sanctions monitoring groups have 

exposed some international networks involved in the illicit trade and brokering of small arms. These brokers 

and traders exploit loopholes, bypass customs, and airport controls, and forge documents such as 

passports, end-user certificates, cargo manifests, and flight plans.” The illicit activities of individual brokers 

and dealers - and state agents who collude with them - violate all United Nations-imposed embargoes, with 

small arms and their ammunition being the main items transferred. (UNODA)  

5. Ammunition 

As aforementioned, information on global ammunition flows is difficult to obtain. It appears that over 

80% of the ammunition trade falls outside the realm of reliable export data. (Dahl, Lopez-Claros,Groff) 

However, ammunition is a crucial part of the issue of small arms in all its aspects. In contexts of sustained 

use, ammunition stocks are quickly exhausted. Preventing their resupply in illegal situations should be a 

significant concern. 

Moreover, these stockpiles can in themselves constitute a dual security and safety problem. 

Research shows that much of the ammunition circulating among armed non-state actors were diverted from 

state forces and ammunition depots in densely populated areas, which exploded in several countries and 

claimed thousands of lives. It is, therefore, essential to take urgent security measures concerning 

ammunition stockpiles. 

6. Inventory management 

One of the most challenging aspects of the small arms problem is stockpile management and 

monitoring. Unsecured government stockpiles are significant sources of illegal small arms in circulation, and 
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it is better to destroy surplus or obsolete weapons than to store them. In post-conflict situations, the 

immediate destruction of surplus weapons and associated ammunition removes a potential factor for further 

instability. (UNODA) 

The results of collection and destruction programs are mixed. Often, projects have had minimal 

impact on security because the destroyed weapons are typically obsolete, and affected communities are 

not always involved in the design and implementation of collection programs. Importantly, weapons 

collection programs can only have a lasting effect if they are integrated with initiatives to ensure violence 

reduction, reconciliation, security sector reform, and consolidation—the peace. 

7. Legality of Trade  

It is difficult to draw a precise line between the legality and illegality of trading or trafficking in arms 

since those are initially sold in legal markets and diverted to illegal markets. The only way to avoid this 

diversion is to reduce arms production and ban exports if there is a risk that the arms will be transferred 

elsewhere than to their original recipient. (Garcia)  The production, trade, and proliferation of weapons and 

ammunition contribute to the loss of millions of lives and prevent people and communities from feeling safe 

and thriving. More from direct human suffering, armed violence generates substantial economic 

consequences. According to Oxfam, the cost of armed strife in Africa represents $18 billion annually. What 

would the world be like if this money were used to end the arms trade, challenge gun culture, and 

implement concrete disarmament and stockpile management programs?  

IV. Key Vocabulary 

Arms control: Arms control or arms control refers to a coordinated whole based on political or legal 

agreements in order to limit, reduce, regulate or prohibit categories of weapons or methods of warfare. 

Organized crime: Organized crime is a relatively stable human structure of several people following the 

orders of a leader or board of directors to make illicit profits through prohibited methods and in prohibited 

areas. 

Small arms: Small arms are intended for use by individuals and include revolvers and self-loading pistols, 

rifles and carbines, submachine guns, assault rifles, and light machine guns. (UNODC)  

Gray arms market: The term "gray" arms market is about how arms or explosives are obtained legally and 

then redirected illegally to militants in illicit ways.  
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Black arms market: The black arms market refers to firearms and explosives seized and then traded with 

illegal exchanges, usually to non-state actors. 

Light weapons: Light weapons are intended for use by multiple people who work together as a team. Heavy 

guns, portable grenade launchers mounted and mounted under the barrel, portable anti-aircraft guns, 

portable anti-tank guns, light guns, portable launchers for anti-tank missiles and rockets, portable launchers 

for anti-aircraft missiles and mortars with a caliber of less than 100 mm are recorded as light 

weapons.(Novosti) 

Conventional Arms: In December 2006, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution 

authorizing the preparation of a treaty on the control of so-called "conventional" arms transfers. (UN Legal) 

One hundred and fifty-three states supported the resolution, twenty-four abstained, and only the United 

States voted against it. Since April 2, 2013, the UN General Assembly adopted the Arms Trade Treaty 

(ATT), which regulates the international trade in conventional arms. 

Non-conflict armed violence: “Non-conflict armed violence includes homicides, suicides, extrajudicial killings, 

and other forms of death or injury, such as those resulting from domestic violence or gender-based armed 

violence, social cleansing, or disappearances and kidnappings.” (Small Arms Survey) 

Arms trafficking: The arms trade is to supply arms and/or ammunition entities (fighter group, criminal 

association, state) by violating international or national regulations on arms sales. Its definition remains 

unclear, with many arms sales taking place on the "gray market (products traded outside the authorized 

channel)." (Peterson) 

V. Important Events & Chronology 
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Date  Event 

1997  General Assembly, A/52/298. 

1997  
Nobel Peace Laureates call for a Code of Conduct 

on international arms transfers. 

1999 
UNGA votes for Nations Conference on the Illicit 

Trade in Small Arms (UNCITSA). 



 

VI. Past Resolutions and Treaties 

- The Firearms Protocol 

The Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts, and 

Components, and Ammunition is a treaty on combating trafficking in arms and particular small arms and 

light weapons, complementary to the Convention transnational organized crime. It is one of the Palermo 
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July 9-20, 2001 

 

UNCITSA was held in New York. This resulted in the 
adoption of “Programme of Action to Prevent, 

Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms 
and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects”. 

 

July 2001 followed by July 2006 

 

United Nations Conference on the Illicit Trade in 
Small Arms. 

2003  
Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) is launched in over 70 

countries around the world. 

December 2005 

 

First meeting of Arab National Focal Points and 
adapted Resolution No. 6625 on Arab Coordination 

for Combating the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and 
Light Weapons. 

 

2006   

Seven states co-author, a General 
Assembly resolution to begin work on an 

Arms Trade Treaty at the UN. 

 

2007   
The majority of states call for International 

Humanitarian Law (IHL). 

2008 
 The UN General Assembly establishes an 

Open-Ended Working Group (OEWG).  

April 2, 2013  Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) is adopted at UNGA 

September 26, 2013  On the UN Security Council passed Resolution 2117.  

December 24, 2014  ATT went into force. 

https://treaties.un.org/doc/source/RecentTexts/18-12_c_E.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/doc/source/RecentTexts/18-12_c_E.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Small_arms_trade#United_Nations_Conference_on_the_Illicit_Trade_in_Small_Arms
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Small_arms_trade#United_Nations_Conference_on_the_Illicit_Trade_in_Small_Arms


 
protocols. The United Nations classify it in Chapter XVIII (Penal matters) with order number 12 c. The 

Protocol was adopted by resolution 55/255 of the United Nations General Assembly on May 31, 2001; the 

treaty entered into force on July 3, 2005. (The World News)  

- The United Nations Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small 

Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects (Programme of Action, or PoA)  

In 2001, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a program of action to counter the illegal 

proliferation of small arms and light weapons,  the United Nations Program of Action to Prevent, Combat 

and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms in All Its Aspects (usually referred to by the acronym PoA (for 

Program of Action)). The PoA contains non-legally binding agreements and recommendations, including on 

how to reduce arms trafficking. To ensure follow-up to the plan of action, Member States should regularly 

submit reports to the United Nations and hold a meeting within the Biennial Meetings of States framework 

to discuss the implementation of the PoA and how the work should proceed.  

- The International Instrument to Enable States to Identify and Trace, in a Timely and Reliable Manner, 

Illicit Small Arms and Light Weapons (International Tracing Instrument, or ITI) 

“The International Tracing Instrument is a politically binding instrument outlining requirements on 

marking, record-keeping, and international cooperation and assistance that will enable tracing illicit small 

arms and light weapons.” (Weapons Law)  

- UNGA Resolution A/RES/46/36  

“Reaffirms that the regional approach to disarmament is one of the essential elements in the global 

process of disarmament; stresses the importance of confidence-building measures in ensuring the success 

of this process; encourages States of the same region to examine the possibility of creating, on their own 

initiative, regional mechanisms and/or institutions for the establishment of measures in the framework of an 

effort of regional disarmament or for the prevention and the peaceful settlement of disputes and conflicts 

with the assistance, if requested, of UN.” 

- A/52/298 

This resolution was a result of a conference that “focus(ed) on options for the Council to improve its 

handling of the small arms dimension when dealing with country-specific issues—in particular, arms 

embargo and disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration (DDR) programmes.” (Security Council Report) 

- A/54/258  
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This resolution was prepared on the “basis of equitable geographical representation” and the 

“progress made in the implementation of the recommendations of the report on small arms and on further 

actions recommended to be taken, to be submitted to the General Assembly at its fifty-fourth session.”  

- UN Security Council Resolution 2117   

This is the introductory text that particularly focuses on the concern regarding the proliferation of 

SALW. 

VII. Failed Solution Attempts 

From the Afghan guerrillas to the Iraqi guerrillas, without forgetting the multiple conflicts between 

states and armed groups in Africa, Asia, Latin America and Europe, small arms and light weapons (SALW) is 

an important issue. Currently, the regulation of SALW is very inadequate. For example, due to a lack of 

control mechanisms, extremist groups like the Islamic State had seized a considerable arsenal by looting 

reserves in Iraq, loaded with weapons initially sourced from Russia, China, the United States, and several 

EU countries. In South-East Asia, large-scale arms trafficking arose from the accumulation of several factors 

which, combined, made it an ideal environment for arms trafficking; large number of intra-state conflicts 

fueling demand for illegal weapons; because of this large number of post-conflict societies, the sources of 

small arms available are significant; long continental borders, difficult to monitor and control, facilitate 

trafficking; finally, due to the political, economic and social situation in a certain number of States, legislation 

is poorly developed, police capacities are weak and the level of security in the storage of weapons is very 

low. Therefore, Member States must examine their commitments and obligations to develop a coherent and 

comprehensive legal framework nationally and internationally. One of the main reasons for the lack of 

compromise is the reluctance of individual countries, like the US opposition to the Programme of Action to 

Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in 2001. Delegates need 

to recognize that MEDCs are often exporters and make huge profits, whereas LEDCs are small import arms 

because they are a reasonably inexpensive solution. Conflicts weaken a government's control over 

monitoring illicit trade and ignoring this root cause has led to significant failure.  

VIII. Possible Solutions 

The issues associated with the spread of SALW can often seem quite technical, which, to some 

extent, is very authentic. The marking and registration processes, new manufacturing methods that make it 

challenging to detect arms tracing and tracking inventory management, and the implementation of export 

controls require technical expertise. However, the application of effective disarmament and non-proliferation 

programs still require political will and leadership. It also calls for the inclusion of all spheres of society: 
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governments, parliaments, authorities, and civil society, including women's organizations. If the SALW issue 

remains an above all as a technical issue, it can’t not be solved.  

The Sustainable Development Goals 

In September 2015, the international community adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development. It is based on 17 global sustainable development goals and applies to all United Nations 

member states. Its predecessors, the Millennium Development Goals, did not address the implications of 

the proliferation of arms and armed violence on the possibility of achieving sustainable development. On the 

other hand, the 2030 Agenda for Action addresses the proliferation of weapons under Goal 16, on the 

advent of peaceful and open societies, while targets 16.1 and 16.4 underline the importance of the fight 

against armed violence and illegal arms trafficking. (Small Arms Survey) The fact that arms proliferation is 

recognized in the 2030 Action Plan is a significant step forward. All states are now required to step up their 

efforts against illegal arms proliferation. In addition to the 2030 Agenda, several frameworks and processes 

can shed light on arms control and disarmament. Examples include the International Dialogue on 

Peacebuilding and Statebuilding and the Women, Peace, and Security program (Resolution 1325 and 

subsequent resolutions). (Promoting Gender Equality and Women’s Rights). 

Here are some steps Member States should consider taking to regulate SALW trade:  

Include more stakeholders and viewpoints 

Disarmament and arms control programs, like any inclusive agenda, should include more 

stakeholders, not just people with technical or legal skills. For example, programs that challenge masculine 

norms and challenge conventional wisdom about guns and masculinity create new opportunities for 

successful disarmament programs. Successful programs rely on broad participation, cooperation, and the 

exchange of information between different stakeholders in society, both at the political and implementation 

levels. 

Consider the geopolitical context 

The various disarmament and arms control programs are frequently carried out in parallel or 

proximity to each other, in the same country or two neighboring countries. Since SALW are quickly 

disseminated over vast areas, it is essential to establish a dialogue between different programs and 

establish regional collaboration. Without discussion, specific problems could arise when one society 

manages to disarm, and a neighboring community does not. This situation could lead to growing tension in 

the region, thereby negating the disarmament program's positive results. A convincing example that 

illustrates this fact comes from Mali. Despite effective disarmament and arms control programs, the country 

faces a severe problem with SALW, due to the uncontrolled proliferation of arms from Libya fueled by the 
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outbreak of conflict. This situation demonstrates that arms control should have been a critical component of 

international intervention in Libya. (Patrick) 

Focus on both ATT and PoA 

The advent of the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) in 2013 represents a historic moment as it rightfully 

received a lot of attention. On the other hand, governments, parliamentarians, civil society, and research 

officials mustn't overlook maintaining and implementing the PoA. The ATT deals primarily with export 

control: states must adopt rules and systems to control the international trade in arms, components, and 

ammunition. In contrast, the PoA has a broader scope, encompassing the illegal proliferation of weapons 

within a country and more effective stockpile management. These two instruments are decisive and must, 

therefore, should be implemented simultaneously. 

Strengthening the PoA 

The PoA must be revised and enriched, and its implementation strengthened. There should be 

effective programs for tracing weapons and combating uncontrolled proliferation; better border surveillance; 

more strategic means to monitor and implement the embargoes decreed by the UN Security Council; 

support for survivors of gun violence; more attention to how guns can be stored safely; more robust control 

mechanisms to fight against being the illegal trafficking and spread of ammunition; and strategies for 

overcoming the challenges posed by the development of new weapons technologies. It is also imperative to 

improve the reports submitted by the Member States. As reports on guns decline, so does transparency 

and the ability to respond adequately to issues that arise. 

The Issue of Ammunition 

SALW has a very long lifespan. As long as ammunition is available, SALW can be used for decades. 

Therefore, the efforts aiming to limit ammunition should be given priority. A report on small arms and light 

weapons submitted by the Secretary-General the UN states: “...whenever relevant, the Security Council is 

encouraged to continue to include the efficient management of small arms and light weapons and 

associated ammunition at the national level as part of its considerations for lifting or modifying arms 

embargoes.” (UNSG) 

IX. Useful Links 

- You may learn more extensively about the current implications of the The Arms Trade Treaty here: 

Arms Control Association (2016): The Arms Trade Treaty at a Glance, online: 

https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/arms_trade_treaty. 
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- Refer to this for data and analysis regarding regions of Armed ambivalence and conflict 

administration here:  Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (2018): SIPRI Yearbook 

2018. Armaments, Disarmament and International Security, Oxford: University Press 

- You may read more about the implications of the Cold War for SALW here: 

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2011/12/the-cold-war-is-long-gone-but-the-nucle

ar-threat-is-still-here/249867/ 

- You may read this to learn more about gray markets: 

https://hbr.org/1988/07/gray-markets-causes-and-cures 

- A russian and USSR perspective on the proliferation of SALW: 

https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/files/books/SIPRI98An/SIPRI98An12.pdf  

- You may further read about the much mentioned Small Arms Survey’s reports on The misuse of 

small arms and light weapons and their severe implications: 

http://www.smallarmssurvey.org/armed-violence/social-and-economic-costs/impact-on-developme

nt.html  
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